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F

rom distant mining in South
Africa and commodity produc-

tion in Asia to sales and service

networks in North America, the business
operations of some of the world’s largest
and most sophisticated industrial enterprises are experiencing a quiet revolution.
It is being led by Finance.
Over the last five years, Deloitte Services
LP has benchmarked the global strategies,
financial and operational capabilities, and
business performance of more than 1,100
companies around the globe (see “Global
Survey” sidebar on page 42). We discovered
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that many companies are struggling despite large-scale investments in performance improvement.1 Our research revealed that companies face three primary
barriers to improving business performance:
• Insufficient alignment between strategic and operational decision making and operating model (for example, conflicting business
objectives), and lack of talent to support the model
• Lack of up-to-date information for strategic and operational
purposes (for example, quality of information available around growth,
cost and profitability by product, customer, geography and channel)
• Inadequate process and data standards (for example, non-uniform
standards on products, customer information and transaction processes)
These barriers are pervasive and the cumulative
impact can be troublesome,
typically resulting in busi4W\O\QS
ness performance that is
;OabS`
mediocre at best. For example, our analysis of the 100
largest manufacturers listed on United States stock
Q
O\
W\
exchanges showed that 32
UV
c
percent had a negative av`]
b
WS
erage economic margin over
^
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a five-year period.2 What is
3
common to these barriers is
U
[
]
the potential for Finance to
T
change the game – indeed
Finance emerges in our
:]e
6WUV
analysis as something of a
4W\O\QS1O^OPWZWbWSa
common denominator for
companies that have overcome these impediments.
In most of the companies studied, there is a notable lack of the financial management competencies necessary to overcome these barriers and drive business
performance. Given the realities of modern multinational businesses, this is not
surprising: with their complex networks of production facilities and distribution
centers, customer and suppliers, and resulting flows of products, services, finance and information, global companies have a hard enough time just tracking
financial performance. To most, mastering finance may seem like a pipe dream,
but change is afoot in many of the world’s forward-thinking companies where
Finance, while ubiquitous as a corporate function, has taken on a far greater
role.
In some of the companies we studied, financial management is evolving from
an uninspiring, albeit necessary, function of doing business to one of the most
promising levers of business transformation. In fact, without support from the
Finance function in improving strategy and operations, companies face an uphill
Transforming the Enterprise through Finance
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and often losing battle in transforming their business. Findings from our research underscore the importance of Finance. Among the companies analyzed to
date, the group we call “finance masters”—companies with the strongest finance
capabilities in place to support business transformation—are leading the pack
with superior business performance (see figure 1). The research not only links
the transformation of the Finance function and the business to performance,
it also shows how finance masters differentiate themselves from the competition.3
If luxury automaker Porsche AG has enjoyed financial success, its adept use of
financial management demonstrates why. For example, the company centralized
treasury functions for its many country operations, allowing Porsche’s corporate
finance function to manage and reduce currency risk exposure for the global
company. It used currency hedging to guard against declines in the U.S. dollar
versus the euro. Similarly, Porsche used financial instruments in its recent purchase of stock in Volkswagen AG to reduce the risk of share price increases. More
than 50 percent of Porsche’s pre-tax earnings of €5.9 billion in the latest fiscal
year came from returns on financial hedging and financial investments.4
The many faces of finance

A

t the heart of this new, expanded role of Finance is the concept of finance
transformation, an umbrella concept that focuses on improving performance, stewardship and control of the company by enabling chief financial officers and their Finance organizations to have greater impact on strategy formulation and execution across the enterprise.
Finance transformation is rarely a panacea,
Not only did Apple
but it does have the potential to provide the
hedge the supply risk
underpinnings of effective enterprise transfor a potentially hot
formation and help put the company on the
product by locking up a
path to sustainable, profitable growth.
significant part of global
However, to be truly worthy of the term,
flash memory capacity,
finance transformation must extend well
it also constrained
beyond the walls of the Finance function.
competitors from
Indeed, our research shows that it is the
combination of core finance capabilities ramping up production of
competing products.
and business capabilities that drives performance (see figure 1).
Finance capabilities: In this category, we include the role of Finance as a
steward: ensuring companywide compliance with financial reporting and control
requirements, managing risk, and providing high-quality business and operational information across the enterprise. We also include the role of Finance as
an operator: defining and adapting the operating model to balance efficiency and
service levels in financial processes, and ensuring the availability of high-skill
financial management talent.
Business capabilities: Here we include the roles of Finance as a strategist: supporting business strategy development through robust decision-making
processes and performance management, and the role of Finance as a catalyst:
partnering with business executives to change organizational behavior and drive
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disciplined execution of strategic choices across the enterprise, including marketing, sales, service, supply chain and innovation.
We analyzed and rated the companies participating in the research along different dimensions of finance capability maturity (see “Global Survey” sidebar
on page 42). Our research suggests that Finance needs to go beyond the core
finance capabilities of steward and operator to leverage business capabilities as
strategist and catalyst. In fact, the only strong link between finance capabilities
and business performance in our analysis is through the role of Finance as a
strategist and catalyst.
Many of the companies we studied find the Finance steward and operator
roles challenging. Others have shown great strides in building core finance capabilities around stewardship because these are mandated by governments and
financial markets – regulatory reporting (GAAP, IFRS, Sarbanes-Oxley), environmental reporting, tax compliance and credit management.
However, the vast majority of studied companies struggle in using finance capabilities to develop and execute business strategy. Indeed, the business capabilities of Finance as a strategist and catalyst are among the weakest areas of financial management today. Financial planning and analysis remain underdeveloped
capabilities; even in more operational areas, such as leveraging investments in
plant and equipment assets, a significant number of companies struggle to build
finance capabilities. And while companies’ valuations increasingly consist of intangibles like brand, goodwill and intellectual property, few companies excel in
evaluating and leveraging those assets.5
Among the companies
Defining Finance Masters: The finance and
benchmarked
to
date,
FIG.2
business capability quadrant
about 35 percent—the
“novices”—reported that
their Finance functions
4W\O\QS
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have limited capabilities as
#
stewards and operators, as
4W\O\QS
b`O\aT]`[ObW]\
well as limited business ca^ObV
pabilities as strategists and
catalysts (see figure 2). Another 40 percent of companies—the “intermediates”
7\bS`[SRWObSa
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—have made great inroads
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in building their core finance capabilities, but
they have yet to effectively
build their business capa:]e
6WUV
bilities as strategists and
4W\O\QS1O^OPWZWbWSa
catalysts. Finally, about 25
percent of companies—the
“finance masters”—have
not only invested in strong core finance capabilities, they have gone further by
building much better business capabilities to support business improvement and
transformation. While they are by no means perfect, they have charted a finance
:]e
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FIG.3

Finance Masters outperform
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transformation course that sets them apart from their peers with significantly
higher performance in terms of profitability, returns on assets and shareholder
value (see figure 3).6
Our analysis also reveals a key aspect of finance transformation: The path to
finance mastery is built on finance stewardship and operations. Put simply, there
is no company yet participating in our research that has been able to master
strategist and catalyst capabilities without a foundation in strong stewardship
and operator capabilities (see figure 2). What is more, the finance masters as
defined in this study have, in many cases, stronger stewardship and operator
capabilities than the intermediates. Thus, mastering finance as strategists and
catalysts does not mean that stewardship and operator capabilities are neglected. In fact, our research indicates that stewardship and operator capabilities
provide a crucial underpinning for the path to effective business transformation.
Companies across a range of industries and geographies have started the journey with impressive results in a number of areas.
Owens-Illinois (O-I), the world’s largest manufacturer of glass containers, is
one firm that is exploring how to leverage its Finance function. Its “One O-I”
effort involves transforming the company’s Finance function into a modern,
global, world-class Finance organization. Initially, O-I’s efforts were focused on
Sarbanes-Oxley compliance. The second stage, supported by insights gleaned
from the Sarbanes-Oxley compliance program, focused on developing the policies, standards and operating and competency models of the new globally integrated Finance organization. The third stage—and arguably the most important—focuses on how to use Finance to help transform the business. A key
aspect is the need to align operational strategies and investments with overall
drivers of business performance, such as revenue growth, operating margin and
asset efficiency, and broadening the financial goals of the company beyond a previously single-minded focus on earnings per share toward more urgent financial
measures such as free cash flow. While the results rarely materialize overnight,
O-I’s Finance function is increasingly being perceived as a proactive leader in
the company’s quest for change.
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FIG.4

Business capabilities of Finance Masters stronger
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Across the board

A

part from encompassing key roles of corporate strategy and execution, finance transformation must have an important role across operational business departments such as marketing, sales and service; supply chain; research
and development (R&D); information technology (IT); and human resources.
In just about all these areas, finance masters have moved ahead of their competitors, according to our research (Figure 4). While the challenges of Finance
making an impact on business are great, the opportunities are typically greater,
as illustrated by the experiences of the following companies as they are finding
their own finance transformation paths.
Marketing, sales and service
In the case of the Chinese operations of chemical giant BASF, Finance helped
create a foundation of metrics around the notion of “customer lifetime value”
and develop a sales and service approach focused on serving better the most
valuable customers. With a deep understanding of the costs and benefits of winning and serving customers, the Finance function could link compensation to
key financial metrics such as cash flow and days sales outstanding (DSO; a measure of how fast companies are turning sales into cash). The result was higher
revenue growth as the sales force systematically focused on higher-opportunity
customers. Better service led to better customer retention, and DSO and cash
flows improved as BASF China’s customers became more loyal with better payment records.7
Similarly, for Rolls-Royce, Finance plays a critical role in developing and implementing service strategies. More than 53 percent of Rolls-Royce’s revenues come
from services. Like many of its competitors, the jet engine and power generation
equipment maker is increasingly focused on selling “power by the hour” – letting
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the customer pay for the hours engines are running through multi-year contracts.8
As Rolls-Royce and others in the industry are increasingly adopting this business
model, they need to concurrently develop financial management processes so
that effective financial planning can be undertaken, profits and costs managed,
and commercial decisions made more rapidly and consistently across the service
business. This means that companies must integrate financing, products, field
services, parts, information and other essential ingredients in one package and
price it according to the usage, risks and returns expected over a number of years.
Supply chain
Apple showed how going beyond merely avoiding supply risk to exploiting it
through strategic risk management can provide the underpinning for new strategies and better investments.9 When Apple launched the iPod Nano MP3 player,
it secured the supply of flash memory through a forward-buying contract worth
more than US$1 billion to lock in adequate flash memory capacity. Not only did
it hedge the supply risk for a potentially hot product by locking up a significant
part of global flash memory capacity, it also constrained competitors from ramping up production of competing products.10
Research and development
Despite being recognized as an innovation leader in the industry, Hershey—the
iconic maker of Hershey’s chocolates and other branded products—recognized
that too much time and resources were spent by R&D and marketing teams to
evaluate costs and opportunities of new product ideas early in the innovation
life cycle.11 Hershey’s Finance team was already heavily involved in new product development stage-gate processes, but not enough. To improve innovation
speed and efficiency, Hershey’s Finance organization helped develop analytical
tools that marketing and R&D could use to evaluate new product concepts. Key
aspects of this work included developing new criteria for evaluating products,
setting goals, developing analytical tools, and training brand teams in different
aspects of financial analysis.
Human capital
Harmony Gold is the world’s fifth-largest producer of gold with mining operations in some of the most inaccessible areas of the world: It has been an astute
user of Finance in driving decision-making around strategic mining investments
and operations (such as mine closures and shaft mining prioritizations). Its prowess in finance, however, has come to a significant test as the company is trying to
survive and manage a health and human capital crisis of gigantic proportions.
An estimated 30 percent of its labor force was infected by HIV/AIDS by 2005;
its projected annual employee health care would cost more than US$30 million,
including medical cost, paid sick leave, lost productivity, funeral leave, training and replacement, disability processing, and cost of treatment programs.12 In
addition, the associated risk premium to the company’s stock had a significant
negative effect on total enterprise valuation by capital markets. 13
The situation may have seemed hopeless, but Harmony Gold is applying the
tools of financial management to the crisis. Detailed analysis of mining opera-
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tions, worker scheduling and treatment processes is giving the company insight
into the financial cost and opportunity of improved treatment programs and
worker participation in those programs. Analysis of drug sourcing is providing
a view to help effectively manage the global drug sourcing cost and financial

The Global Survey on Transforming
the Enterprise through Finance:
An invitation to participate
To develop a deeper perspective on how companies can build and
leverage financial management capabilities to help improve and even transform
business strategy and operations and drive performance, we initiated the Deloitte
Global Survey on Transforming the Enterprise through Finance, an ongoing, multiyear benchmark study specifically focused on how companies are transforming
their enterprises through Finance.
So far more than 70 companies have participated around the world; about
one-third have corporate headquarters in the Americas, 44 percent in Asia Pacific,
and about one-quarter in Europe, Middle East, and Africa. Of the respondents, 75
percent have corporate revenues higher than US$1 billion and 16 percent have
corporate revenues higher than US$25 billion.
	Industries represented include aerospace and defense, automotive and commercial vehicles, consumer products, industrial products and services, process,
chemicals, high technology and telecom equipment, life sciences, and other
industries. For those readers working in public sector organizations, a parallel
global study focused on government organizations is under way.14
	The finance capability maturity model scale used to rate companies in this
study is described in figure 5.
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Scale for finance capability maturity level
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risks, such as rising prices and currency movements. By applying the principles
of financial portfolio optimization, the company is taking a holistic approach
to resolving the HIV crisis. This includes creating portfolios of possible HIV
treatment programs—the thousands of combinations of drugs, services, treatment locations and service providers, among others—and calculating the cost
and benefits associated with each portfolio over time in terms of both productivity and revenue, and the risk and returns. The key is to pick the portfolio with
the highest returns given an acceptable level of risk. Harmony Gold’s approach
is expected to reduce treatment cost in pilot programs by 30–40 percent over
a two-year period while significantly increasing participation in the treatment
program and reducing absenteeism.15
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Looking into the future: Finance everywhere

I

ncitec Pivot Ltd. (IPL), a leading producer of fertilizers, is an impressive example of how Finance can help drive strategic and operational change and
catalyze business transformation. Setting the tone for transformation at the
top, IPL’s executive team changed to a value-based management system to get
away from a previous single-minded focus on market share or volume gains.
Based on a target of 18 percent for return on net assets, which is expected to
deliver shareholder returns of around 15-16 percent, IPL’s leadership team is
able to evaluate investments and performance targets in terms of the gap to
market expectations. 16
In addition, every part of the business, including supply chain, production,
R&D and sales, has a Finance team that works closely with corporate management. For example, the manufacturing Finance team reports to the company
CFO, who sits in the operations meetings where targets are set and monitored
and investment funding is approved. By integrating the Finance function with
the supply chain team, IPL is improving forecasting, sales and operations planning, manufacturing and sourcing decisions (such as whether to import or produce locally), and inventory management, resulting in dramatic cost savings.
And, by looking at the full cost to service customers and fully understanding
customer and product profitability, sales is no longer simply pushing products to
unprofitable customers.
Innovation through the Finance function is yet another area in which IPL is
making inroads. To serve customers better, IPL is extending credits for fertilizer purchases until after the harvest season. This allows farmers a better cash
flow for which they are willing to pay in terms of carried interest payments. For
IPL, however, this credit extension is a big item on the balance sheet, which
makes it difficult for the company to meet investor expectations in terms of
capital returns. It is removing these debts from the balance sheet by selling the
loans to banks on a non-recourse basis. Farmers get easy access to credit, and
IPL reduces its invested risk exposure capital, with higher return on net assets
as a result.
The advantage of leveraging the Finance function for business transformation can be considerable: IPL has become one of the best-performing companies
listed on the Australian stock exchange over the last year.17
Companies like IPL demonstrate how Finance can and should become a part
of business transformation. The fact that companies will need to transform their
businesses in the first place is not in doubt. From globalization, expansion into
new markets and low-cost country sourcing, to pursuit of growth through innovation and the ongoing war for talent, the list of challenges facing companies is
endless. The current economic downturn doesn’t make growth and profitability
any easier.
Realizing the importance of Finance as a transformative tool is a big step
forward, and the ample benefits gained by finance masters help bring this importance home. Finding the transformation path is harder. But, as illustrated by the
experiences of the many companies we have studied around the world, there are
abundant opportunities for both leaders and laggards to drive business transformation through Finance with significant impact on business performance.
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